The effect of supercoil and temperature on the recognition of palindromic and non-palindromic regions in phi X174 replicative form DNA by S1 and Bal31.
The effect of supercoil and temperature on the topology of phi X174 replicative form (RF) DNA was studied using single-strand specific endonucleases S1 and Bal31 as probes for cruciform extrusion and other structural perturbations of the B-helix. Both enzymes were found to recognize specifically and reproducibly over 30 sites, most of which were cleaved by both enzymes independent of the superhelicity of the genome. A negative superhelical density exceeding 0.06 stabilized a transition in the DNA conformation that generated several new cleavage sites for Bal31. The underlying structures appeared to be only transiently stable and were lost from in vitro supercoiled DNA during brief incubation at 65 degrees C. They were generally absent from in vivo supercoiled RF DNA of equal superhelicity as a consequence of the extraction and storage procedure. Mapping of the cleavage sites suggested that they were preferentially located near the beginnings and ends of genes and that the structural basis for at least some of them was the extrusion of relatively small palindromes into the cruciform state. Insertion of a short synthetic palindromic sequence into the phi X174 genome generated a supercoil-dependent, temperature-sensitive secondary structure that was cleaved in the Bal31 but not the S1 reaction, further supporting the hypothesis that even small cruciforms with stem size of 7 or less base pairs may be transiently stable. Subjecting supercoiled RF DNA to the typical S1 reaction conditions induced a topological shift that diminished all but one of the supercoil-induced Bal31 recognition sites and promoted the formation of one major new site.